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Mark's

quixotic

attempt

to

"liberate"u0026#xa0;

children

being

held

in

Jackson's

Holeu0026#xa0;ends

inu0026#xa0;disaster, compounded by Miles' "death" in the rescue operation.u0026#xa0;Miles is being revived in a
cryo-chamber, but the chamberu0026#xa0;disappears.u0026#xa0; Mark's attempt to find his brother and redeem
himself leadsu0026#xa0;to his own terrifying incarceration; and the struggles of Miles, Mark and Cordelia take on
fairly superhuman proportions in this Hugo-Award winning novel.u003cbr /u003eu003cbr /u003e
"Hugo award-winner Bujold creates a tapestry of variegated human societies dispersed throughout a colorful galaxy.
She peoples it with introspective but genuine heroes who seize the reader's imagination and intellect."u003cbr /u003e
- Publishers Weeklyu003cbr /u003e
u0026#xa0;u003cbr /u003e
"It's obvious by now that the wit, charm and headlong, impetuous genius of Miles Naismith Vorkosigan ... have
transformed the stuff of standard military space opera into something far more delicious -- and addictive."u003cbr
/u003e
- Locus Magazineu003cbr /u003eu003cbr /u003e
“Bujold continues to prove what marvels genius can create out of basic space operatics.”u0026#xa0;u003cbr /u003e
- Library Journalu003cbr /u003eu003cbr /u003e
“Bujold is not just a master of plot, she is a master of emotion.”u0026#xa0;u003cbr /u003e
- SF Siteu0026#xa0;u003cbr /u003eu003cbr /u003e
“Bujold is one of the best writers of SF adventure to come along in years.”u0026#xa0;u003cbr /u003e
- Locus Magazineu003cbr /u003eu003cbr /u003e
“A superb craftsman and stylist, Ms. Bujold is well on her way to becoming one of the great voices of speculative
fiction.” u0026#xa0;u003cbr /u003e
- Rave Reviewsu003cbr /u003eu003cbr /u003e
“Bujold has a gift, nearly unique in science fiction, for the comedy of manners.” u0026#xa0;u003cbr /u003e
- Chicago Sun Timesu003cbr /u003eu003cbr /u003e
“Superb far-future saga.”u0026#xa0;u003cbr /u003e
- Publishers Weekly on the 'Vorkosigan' seriesu003cbr /u003eu003cbr /u003e
Bujold's "work remains among the most enjoyable and rewarding in contemporary SF."u0026#xa0;u003cbr /u003e
- Publishers Weeklyu003cbr /u003eu003cbr /u003e
"Bujold

is

also

head

and

shoulders

above

the

ruck

of

current

fantasists

and

well

science-fictionists."u0026#xa0;u003cbr /u003e
- Booklist.
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Am ende bleibt liebe mein geliebter mann stirbt an krebs
Always magic in the air
Amazing grace john 1 17
Always off centre
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